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SPECIAL MAINTENANCE INSTRUCTION NO.RDSO/EL RS/SMI/38.

1. Title

Testing  of  three  phase  selenium rectifier  (CREX)  used  on  generator  field 
excitation circuit of motor-alternator set.

2. Application to class of locomotives

WCM1 and WCG2 locomotives

3. Object of Special Maintenance Instruction

Railways have reported failures of three phase selenium rectifier stacks used 
in generator field excitation circuit of M.A. set. Special tests are, there fore, 
specified  to  verify  the  serviceability  of  rectifier  stack  and  ensure  timely 
replacement of defective unit to avoid line failures. 

4. Instruction Drawing : RDSO SK. EL. 3042 Fig. 1 and Fig.3

5. Instructions

Three phase rectifier assembly consists of three stacks. Each stack comprise of 
two rectifier arms (12 plates in series per arm). The following tests should be 
carried out.

(i) Forward Voltage drop test

a) Contact the stack as per RDSO SK. EL. 3042(Fig.1) and increase the 
voltage  gradually  till  the  forward  current  values  is  reached  as 
indicated in TABLE 1 for the given type of rectifier stack.

b) Take the forward voltage drop reading across each arm within 5 min. 
to avoid overheating of plates.

c) The recorded forward voltage drop across each arm shall not exceed 
the special and limit value given in TABLE 1. If higher voltage drop 
is obtained, reject she stack.

            TABLE-1.

Forward Voltage drop limit values

S.No Type of

stack

Make Plate 
size  in 
mm

Plates 
in 
series 
per arm

Test 
current in 
Amp 
(ave)

Forward 
Voltage  drop 
limit Values

New      Old



1. KHINDT 12 DIP Khandelwal 
HERMANN

63x100 12 7.0 13.8V    26V

2. D12 DIST ELD usha 
Rectifiers

77x77 12 2.24 14.5V   29V

(ii) Reverse current test (at room temperature)

a) Connect each arm of stack as per circuit diagram SK. EL. 3042,Fig.2 and 
increase  voltage  gradually.  if  the  reverse  current  is  more  then  100 mA at 
voltage  less  than  200  V,  The  rectifier  stack  should  be  ‘re-formed’  as  per 
RDSO/EL.RS/SMI/35, otherwise proceed as follows:

b) Increase the reverse voltage gradually till the reverse current is obtained as 
per TABLE-II and record the applied reverse voltage after about 2 to 3 min, to 
allow stabilisation of reverse current. The recorded dc reverse voltage should 
not be less then 430 V.

c) Reject the selenium stack in case the recorded reverse blocking voltage is 
less than 430 V dc for reverse current limit value indicated in TABEL-II of the 
given type of stack.

Table-II

Reverse current limit values

S.No Type of
stack

Make Plate 
size  in 
mm

Reverse
Current 
For  new & 
old

dc  reverse  voltage 
applied not less than

1. KHINDT 12 DIP Khandelwal 
Hermann

63x100 150 mm 430 V  

430 V
2. D12 DIST ELD Usha 

Rectifiers
77x77 do

Warning 

i) Connect the stack in correct polarity

ii) Do not apply full voltage directly

iii) Take the forward voltage drop reading within 5 minutes and then reduce 
the current to zero.

iv) Do not cannibalise rectifier stack from old.

6. Periodicity of implementation

Check  the  new  stack  before  installation  and  every  year  therafter  fo  two 
consecutive years, After two years, check every six month, since the expected 
life of the stack is about 3 years.



7. Agency for implementation  

Electric Loco sheds and Shops where WCAM-1 or WCG-2 locos are 
maintained.

8. Distribution

(As per list enclosed).

DA: i) RDSO SK. EL. 3042 

in two sheets.

   ii) Distribution list.                            Sd/-(S. Malaviya)
                                        for Director General (Elect.)








